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java is a general-purpose programming language with object-oriented and symbolic programming features. it was designed by james gosling and ian
flemming. in the year 2000, sun microsystems released the first version of jdk. java is a compiled language, which compiles source code into platform-

dependent bytecode. java supports both object-oriented and procedural programming. after you decide to learn java programming, what next? the answer is
to start learning java via reading. java tutorials’ primary objective is to make the java concepts more and more understandable. the author teaches java

programming through clear and easy to understand content. you can freely browse the content by using the top menu bar. after visiting the java tutorials
website, you will be able to select the topics according to your requirements. you can start with java programming basics or you can start with java concepts
and move to the complex java topics as per your convenience. apart from java learning, java tutorials also offers java training. you can download the material
for offline learning. if you are looking for java learning resources, then java training is the most suitable platform. it is a friendly platform that offers the java
programming courses with the best teaching methodologies. you will be offered the option to select the topics based on your requirements. you can learn

java programming using the practice exercises and quizzes. java is a cross-platform programming language. you can use java to develop desktop applications
and mobile apps. it supports object-oriented programming and procedural programming. java is a very popular programming language for cross-platform

development. it is one of the leading programming languages in the world.
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